tate über o<r >, das beobachtete "odd-even staggering" und die Kernmomente werden im Lichte anderer Ergebnisse über die Kernstruktur im Bereich 50 < (N,Z) < 82 diskutiert.
Introduction
The investigation of nuclear effects in atomic transitions by optical spectroscopy is one of the classical tools for determining basic nuclear quantities such as the spin, the charge distribution, the magnetic dipole 1 and electric quadrupole moment. The recent review article of Arimondo et al. compiling the experimental methods and, particularly, the results for alkali atoms demonstrates the potential, the detailed aspects and the richness of the data collected by this specific type of nuclear spectroscopy. In recent years the development of extraordinary light sources such as tunable lasers has led to new spectroscopic methods 2 of very high resolution (overcoming the limits due to the Doppler broadening of optical lines) and a fascinating gain of sensitivity. This has made it possibleto apply optical spectroscopy to very small numbers of atoms and thus to extend the experimental studies to ,rather short-lived radioactive isotopes. In fact, atomic spectroscopy provides the only experimentally practicable method for determining rms charge radii of nuclei far off the stability line. The knowledge or spin, moments and charge radi i along isotopicchains, including the unstable nuclei, seems to be indispensable, however, for a systematic understanding of nuclear structure.
An impressive example of the interesting insight obtained by such studies is 3 given by the exciting work on the Hg isotopes .
In the present paper we report on measurements of isotope shifts and hyperfine structure of neutron deficient Ba isotopes with neutron number below 82. In order to overcome these difficulties we introduced a different method using and the slow scanning with a large stroke, frequency locking uses the small spherical end mirror while the tuning is done with the flat output coupler.
The atomic beam apparatus
One of the limiting experimental problems in optical spectroscopy of atomic transitions of radioactive isotopes is the rather small amount of material produced via nuclear reactions. In our cases, depending on the particular Background originates from scattered laser light, scattered incandescent light of the oven, from the dark current of the multiplier and from y-radioactivity of the sampie. Laser light background could be reduced very effectively by imaging only the small intersecting region of the atomic and the laser beams 9 Laser Beam e-a 01 Oven b) AI-sheets for beom monitorlng c I Ge (LI) -Detector dl Pb-shielded container e) Block concentric tubes tor absorption of incondescent lig ht f) Adsorptionpump g) Sighting mechanism La~s pro uce v~a t e Ba, n -process an decays to 128Ba with a half life of 5 min. In order to obtain a 128Ba/stable Ba ratio as large as possible a relatively small amount of target material 2 (~3 mg) has been irradiated with a high current density (100~A/cm ) of the 
Experimental results
The very high resolution of our measurements is demonstrated in fig. 7 A more complex spectrum and the result of the analysis is displayed in fig. 10 133m for the case of Ba.
The counting rates in the resonance lines were typically 1 -10 kHz, and the measuring time was about 1 -5 s/channel.
The direct results for the frequency differences are compiled in tab. Appendix: Identification of the hyperfine structure components by optical pumping processes.
In the BaI 6s 2 l so -6 s 6 P l Pl transition the hyperfine structure is due to the splitting of l Pl state into two components F = 3/2, 1/2 for a Ba nucleus with the nuclear spin I = 1/2 or into three 
